MBS East Asia Centre Presents:  
Prominent Alumni Seminar 22 by Professor Gordon Redding

“The Alternative Systems of Capitalism: Challenging Choices for Hong Kong.”

The concept of Capitalism has been discussed, tested and evolved over centuries by world leaders in different nations, regions and cultures. BUT WHY IT IS A SUCCESS (e.g. Hong Kong) AND WHY IT IS A FAILURE? Seldom politicians, scholars, business leaders and or economists can fully understand its complex processes of evolution. Professor Gordon Redding will deliver his latest studies on the concept of Six Systems of Capitalism and how they are currently competing in world markets, each being a product of a particular societal history and their inter-connections with one another.

Prof. Gordon Redding, an expert of Asian Business Management, spent over 30 years to research in this area. A PhD from the Manchester Business School, the Director of Euro Asia Centre at INSEAD and Founding Director of University of Hong Kong Business School. Honorary Doctorate Stockholm School of Economics. 2006 Award for Distinguished Scholarship of the International Association for Chinese Management Research. He has extensive research on Asian business systems comparatively and published ten books including *The Spirit of Chinese Capitalism*, and over hundred research papers.

Speaker : Professor Gordon Redding  
Date : Tuesday November 14, 2006  
Time : 7:00pm - 9:00pm (light refreshments to be served)  
Venue : 38/fl., World Trade Centre Club, World Trade Ctr., Causeway Bay, HK  
Fee : HK$180 (Alumni & students); HK$280 (Friends)

Come to this event to understand the concept and think how it may relate to your business successes and failures. You will receive his unique views on the recent developments in Hong Kong and its can emerge successfully with Mainland China's new form(s) of economic systems. Don’t miss this insightful seminar! (Limited Space, RSVP) BOOK NOW!
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